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Dyna�ow® Resolve System

The Dynaflow Resolve system is an add-on to your 
existing patch-clamp set-up that o�ers solution 
exchange of up to 16 di�erent test compounds at 
unsurpassed speed, control, and �exibility.

The Dyna�ow system is automated and very easy 
to operate.  The platform drastically reduces 
experimental set-up and allows for reproducible 
execution of precise and robust patch-clamp 
experiments with minimal compound consump-
tion. The Dyna�ow system includes the reusable 
micro�uidic Resolve chip, a computer-controlled 
scan stage used to translate chip movements, 
software to control and pre-program the move-
ments of the scan stage, and a pump to drive the 
liquid �ow. The Dyna�ow system has an extreme-
ly broad application base with regard to both cell 
type and ion channel. Cell types validated with 
the system include typical mammalian cell lines 
such as CHO and HEK, in addition to larger cells 
(e.g. myocytes) and cells with extensions (e.g. 
neurons).  Ion channels studied with the system 
range from very fast activating channels like 
nACh and Ampa to ion channels requiring longer 
exposure times, like the hER channel. The �exibili-
ty of the Dyna�ow system along with the stability 
of experimental parameters makes it an ideal 
platform for conducting patch-clamp experi-
ments. 

The Dynaflow Resolve System

The Resolve chip contains 16 wells
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Nicotine + Ach at 0.1 Hz Nicotine + Ach at 1 Hz

Use-dependent inhibition of α7 responses in the presence of 1 and 2 µM nicotine. Ach (130 µM, 4 ms duration) was applied at a 
frequency of 1 Hz. After baseline recording (1 µM - orange or 2 µM  - green or violet) was continuously applied and the cells were 
stimulated and later at 1 Hz frequency. Data courtesy of Targacept, Winston Salem, NC, USA.

APPLICATIONS 

Secondary Ion Channel Drug Testing

Detailed Analysis of Ion Channel Kinetics

Patch Clamp-based Synaptic Transmission 
Assays



Dyna�ow Resolve System:

The Dynafow Resolve system fully integrates with most inverted microscopes. The system includes a 
motorized scan stage with stage controller and a joystick, a syringe pump to drive the �ow in the 
micro�uidic chip, as well as the Dyna�ow Commander software. 

Dyna�ow Resolve Chip:

The Dyna�ow Resolve chip has 16 microchannels and is composed of a glass micro�uidic chip and a 
plastic interface forming the wells and the recording chamber. The chip is reusable and developed to 
reduce the risk for non-speci�c binding of “sticky compounds” and o�ering improved cost-e�ciency 
through low compound consumption.

Dyna�ow Commander Software:

The Commander software assures control and pre-programming of the movements of the scan stage. 
It synchronizes precision solution exchange with real time tagging of the acquired data. The Win-
dows-based Dyna�ow Commander software allows a full control of experiments, including scan 
protocols, exposure times and instant protocol changes.
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BENEFITS 

COMPLEX PERFUSION PROTOCOLS

LOW COMPOUND CONSUMPTION

ADSORPTION-FREE PERFUSION

MAXIMIZED DATA FOR EACH CELL

FAST SOLUTION EXCHANGE

WORKS WITH ALL CELL TYPES

A patch-clamped cell positioned in front of one of the micro-
channels

Resolve chip
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